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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the new database administrator for a SQL Server 2014
instance.
You conduct an assessment on the instance and determine that
the auto create statistics setting on the database named DB1
has been turned off.
You see no evidence that any maintenance has been occurring.
You want to set up monitoring to see if query performance is
being affected. You need to set up a monitoring process that
will capture any cases where statistics could have been useful
if they existed.
What should you do?
A. Use the missing_column_statistics extended event.
B. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute DBCC SHOWSTATISTICS

on each of the primary key columns in the database.
C. Query the sys.statistics system view to see all cases where
the statistics were last needed.
D. Write a query using the sys.dm_db_missing_index_group_stats
DMV Joining to sys.indexes, filtering on is_hypothetical.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The Missing Column Statistics event class indicates that column
statistics that could have been useful for the optimizer are
not available. By monitoring the Missing Column Statistics
event class, you can determine if there are statistics missing
for a column used by a query.
This can cause the optimizer to choose a less efficient query
plan than expected.

NEW QUESTION: 2
If a router has 3 hosts connected in one port and two other
hosts connected in another port, how many broadcast domains are
present on the router?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator notices that former temporary employees'
accounts are still active on a domain. Which of the following
can be implemented to increase security and prevent this from
happening?
A. Implement a password expiration policy.
B. Implement an account expiration date for permanent
employees.
C. Run a last logon script to look for inactive accounts.
D. Implement time of day restrictions for all temporary
employees.
Answer: C
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